POLITICS

A-level Politics: Independent Study Guide

REFLECT

RESEARCH

REPEAT

Designate a page or two for each of
the topics on the A-level course
(e.g. Constitutions)
Write down what you already know
(list / mind-map)

Use the audio-visual resources
provided, or do your own research
using internet search engines or
news websites.
Record your findings in note-form.

Use this new information in
conversation with friends and
family.
Make practice essay plans of the
exam questions if you are confident
enough.
Start this process again!

To be an effective independent learner, you must develop your
planning, research and reflection skills.
Use these diagrams to help guide your thought process as you study on
your own this Summer.
Remember: This is a CYCLE. Going through it once will not be enough.
Revisit topics multiple times. Keep finding new sources of information
and new ways of learning!

A-level Politics: Course Topics

YEAR 12

YEAR 13

A-level Politics: Audio-Visual Resources

Listen to this podcast.

Listen to this podcast.

Listen to this podcast.

Listen to radio station.

Today in Focus
The Guardian

The NPR Politics Podcast
NPR

The Political Party
Matt Forde

LBC 97.3
Global Player

Listen to the story behind the headlines
for a deeper understanding of the news.
Every weekday with Anushka Asthana. (this
podcast has a UK focus)

Every weekday, NPR's best political reporters Each show starts with stand-up from Forde,
are there to explain the big news coming out of followed by an interview with a leading
Washington and the campaign trail. They don't politician. Previous guests have included Tony
just tell you what happened. They tell you why it Blair, Nigel Farage, Jacob Rees-Mogg and
matters. (this podcast has a US focus)
Ruth Davidson.

Look back through the episode catalogue to
find what interests you the most.

Look back through the episode catalogue to
find what interests you the most.

Look back through the episode catalogue to
find who interests you the most.

Ask yourself :
Which of the topics in the A-level Politics
course is this episode relevant to?

Ask yourself :
Which of the topics in the A-level Politics
course is this episode relevant to?

Watch this Netflix documentary.

Watch this Netflix documentary.

The Great Hack – Netflix

Farenheit 11/9 – Netflix

What begins as one man’s quest to see his
personal data morphs into an investigation an
exposé that impacts democracy’s very future.

In this provocative documentary, director
It may be Donald Trump’s presidency, but it
Michael Moore examines the impact of Donald
was Roger Stone’s political playbook that
Trump’s presidency and seeks a Political
paved the path to the White House.
escape plan.

Ask yourself :
Which of the topics in the A-level Politics
course is this episode relevant to?
How does technology threaten democracy?
Can you think of any benefits that outweigh the
negatives?

Ask yourself :
Which of the topics in the A-level Politics
course is this episode relevant to?
How is Trump portrayed in this documentary?
What are your views on his Administration?

Ask yourself :
Which of the topics in the A-level Politics
course is this episode relevant to?
To what extent do I find myself agreeing with
the interviewee.

“Leading Britain’s Conversation”
News, opinion and debate. Listen to
broadcasters interview leading politicians and
members of the public. (Nick Ferrari, James
O’Brien, Nigel Farage, Rachel Johnson, Iain
Dale, Maajid Nawaz, Eddie Mair, Shelagh
Fogarty)

Ask yourself :
Which of the topics in the A-level Politics
course is this episode relevant to?
What would I have to say if I rang in to
participate in this conversation.

Watch this Netflix documentary.

Watch this Netflix dramatisation.

Get Me Roger Stone – Netflix

Brexit: The Uncivil War – Netflix

Ask yourself :
Which of the topics in the A-level Politics
course is this episode relevant to?
What has happened to Roger Stone since this
documentary was made?
Do you agree with his fate?

As he steers the campaign for the United
Kingdom to leave the E.U., a strategist
uncovers data and voter sentiment to design a
subversive plan.

Ask yourself :
Which of the topics in the A-level Politics
course is this episode relevant to?
Are the British public easily manipulated, or do
they make informed decisions?
Does anything need to change to protect
democracy, or is the status quo acceptable?

A-level Politics: Example Exam Questions
Democracy and Participation
Evaluate the extent to which UK democracy is in urgent need of reform.
Analyse the ways in which pressure groups help to protect rights in the UK and US political system.

Political Parties
Evaluate the extent to which the United Kingdom has become a multi-party democracy.
Evaluate the extent to which the Republican and Democrat parties differ in regards to their policies.

Elections
Evaluate the view that FPTP is the most effective electoral system for promoting representative democracy.
Evaluate the view that Electoral College system is an appropriate way to elect a president.

Voting Behaviour and the Media
Evaluate the extent to which the image of the party leader is the most important factor in deciding the result of a general election.
Analyse the role that the media plays in UK and US elections.

Constitution
Evaluate the arguments in favour of the codification of the UK constitution.
Analyse the differences between devolution in the UK and federalism in the US.

Legislatures
Evaluate the extent to which Parliament is able to effectively scrutinise the work of government.
Analyse the differences in the legislative process in the UK Parliament and US Congress.

Executives
Evaluate the view that cabinet plays an insignificant role in British politics.
Evaluate the view that the President of the United States has unlimited power.

Judiciaries
Evaluate the extent to which the UK Supreme Court is effective in limiting the power of the executive/legislature.
Evaluate the extent to which the United States Supreme Court is an ‘imperial judiciary’.

Political Ideologies
To what extent do different conservatives agree about human nature?
To what extent do different liberals agree about the role of the state?
To what extent do different socialists agree about the nature of the economy?
To what extent do different ecologists agree about sustainability?

